SBCC Yacht Routine and Flag Etiquette
SBCC By-laws, Chapter XIII, Section I, states:

“Nautical customs and traditions shall be observed at all times, particularly
while cruising.”
A. Flag officers shall fly the appropriate signal on their own yachts unless cruising
with another club.
B. All members may fly the Club burgee unless participating in a cruise or regatta
sponsored by another organization to which they belong.
C. Other authorized flags and pennants may be flown when appropriate.
D. The Club burgee may be flown continuously while a vessel is in commission.

The Ensign
Sailors may display one of two national flags. One is the yacht ensign, with its fouled
anchor over a circle of 13 stars, and the other is the national ensign which is the familiar
50-star flag. The yacht ensign may be flown only in territorial waters.
When not under way, the ensign is flown from the stern staff. When under way, power
boats fly the ensign from the stern staff. Sailboats have several choices: all sailboats may
fly the ensign from the stern staff; gaff-rigged yachts may fly the ensign from the peak;
marconi-rigged yachts may fly the ensign from the leech about two-thirds of the way up.
The ensign may be flown from morning (8:00 a.m.) to evening colors (sunset) whether
the boat is at rest, under sail, or under power. The ensign shall not be flown by a sailboat
that is in a race. At morning colors, the ensign is hoisted smartly before other flags. At
evening colors, the ensign is lowered slowly and with ceremony after other flags come
down.

Burgee
The burgee is displayed whenever the ensign is hoisted but may also be displayed
separately between morning and evening colors or by day and night, at anchor or
underway. On sailboats, the burgee is flown only at the “truck” (or top) of the (forwardmost) mast. Many sailboat owners install (or adjust) their electronics and the placement
of their antenna so that the burgee flies freely. The burgee is not to be flown from a
spreader halyard. On power boats, the burgee is displayed at the bow staff.
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Private Signal
A private signal is a custom-designed flag that carries symbols standing for the owner.
The private signal may be flown day or night, but is not displayed when the owner is not
in command. (The rule is that the private signal and burgee follow the sailor, not the boat.)
On split-rig (multi-masted) sailboats, the burgee is flown at the head of the forward mast
and the private signal is flown at the head of the aftermost mast. On power boats with
a mast, the burgee is flown from the bow pulpit and the private signal from the truck, or
mast head.

Flag Officer’s Flags
A flag officer may display his/her flag day and night in the place of and instead of his/her
private signal, or in the case of a single-masted yacht instead of the burgee.

Size of Flags
Ensign:

On the fly, the ensign should be a minimum of one inch for every one
foot of the boat's overall length.

Burgee:

The burgee's dimensions for sailboats are, on the fly, approximately
½ inch for each foot of distance between the water and the top of the
tallest mast; and for power boats ½ inch for each foot of overall length.

Private signal: The private signal is sized according to the rule for burgees.

Procedure for Observing Colors
It shall be the responsibility of each skipper attached to a fleet or attending a rendezvous
to perform the ceremony of colors aboard his or her yacht. However, only the rendezvous
host or fleet captain shall issue sound signals during evening colors.
At 0800 hours the ensign shall be hoisted first, followed as soon as possible by the club
burgee and private signal. During the day the rendezvous host or fleet captain shall
communicate to the fleet what time the sun sets for that day so they can be prepared for
evening colors.
At sunset the rendezvous host shall ring a ship's bell rapidly for 5 seconds to signal the
fleet, crew members, and guests to stand quietly and face their respective ensigns. The
ensigns shall then be lowered or removed ceremoniously by the skipper or crewmember.
At the same time or, if shorthanded as soon as possible, the club burgee and private
signals shall be lowered. When finished, the host boat or fleet captain shall sound eight
bells to alert the fleet to stand at ease and resume their activities.
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International Code Flags and Pennants
Alpha

Bravo

Charlie

Delta

Echo

Foxtrot

Golf

Diver down;
Keep clear

Dangerous
cargo

Yes

Keep clear

Altering course
to starboard

Disabled

Require
a pilot

Hotel

India

Juliette

Kilo

Lima

Mike

Pilot on
board

Altering
course to port

On fire;
Keep clear

Desire to
communicate

Stop
instantly

I am
stopped

November

No;
Re-sail

Oscar

Man
overboard

Papa

Quebec

Romeo

About to sail

Request port
clearance

Preparing to Moving astern; Keep clear;
replenish Shorten course Do not pass

Tango

Uniform Victor

Whiskey

X-ray

Yankee

Zulu

You're going
into danger

Require medical
assistance

Stop; recall

Dragging
anchor

Require a tug

Require
assistance

1st

Repeater
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Sierra

2nd

Repeater

3rd

Repeater

Code &
Answering

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight

Nine

Zero

